
Become the next
Taiji Bailong Ball
PRO-PLAYER and
certified TRAINER
in Germany 2015!

Block 2 of 2
30/3 - 4/4/2015

New Course
Block 1: 6/4-11/4/2015
Block 2: 24/8-29/8/2015

Some advantages of the education summarised:

- Experience of development TBB

- High teaching quality

- structured lessons with individual supervision

- Enlargement and Enrichment of own offer, additional 

qualification in particular for Taijiquan teachers, 

physiotherapists, etc.,

- New source of income and pivot leg on account of the 

integration on a network,

- comprehensive and clear Hand-out to the education,

- Better and lighter feeling of the Taiji strength,

- Learn from Taiji philosophy and principles,

- On both sides applicability and learnability so also for left-

handers very much suitable,

- Own hygiene and life care,

- High Able of popularisation,

- Innovation and pioneer,

- Is suited for young and old people (concerning the trainer 

as well as on the future Schülerschaft/customers)

- Big target group (young-old, healthy people, people with 

physical impediments, etc.).

Certificated TBB-Trainer: after passed final examination 

before a commission a certificate is issued by Prof. Bai Rong 

and the Taiji Bailong Ball Association e.V.

Reduction: Became demonstrable minimum 20 hrs in written 

out courses of certificated TBB trainers taken part, so you 

receive a reduction of 100,00 EUR. TBB assistant preserved 

30% of reduction on course fee.

Organizer: Taiji Bailong Ball Association e.V.

Diekbarg 20a, 22397 Hamburg, Germany

Telephone: +49/40/271679-32, Fax: -33,

E-Mail: info@taijiball.com, Web: www.taijiball.com

Pro-Player + Trainer-Exams in 2015

Description: BLOCK-Course
Block 2 of 2

BLOCK-Course
Block 1 & 2

Place: Hamburg (Wiegersen)
Sportshall of the Gemeinde Sauensiek

Zum Viertelsberg 2, 21644 Wiegersen, Germany

Direction: TBB-Instructors Fabrizio Monga and/or Sui Xiaofei, 
and/or Fritjof Nelting

Date: 30/3 - 4/4/2015 6/4-11/4 & 24/8-29/8

Trainer-Exam: 4/4/2015 29/8/2015

Language: English, German, Italian, 
Chinese

English, German, Italian, 
Chinese

Duration: 40 time hours 80 time hours

Number of 
participants:

6-16 person 6-16 person

Course-Fee: € 598.00
plus exam-fee in the 
amount of € 50.00

€ 1196.00
incl. course documents 

and Equipment plus 
exam-fee in the amount 

of € 50.00

Procedure: 29/3
20:00 Meeting

30-31/3 & 2-3/4
10:00-12:30 Training
12:30-15:00 Break
15:00-18:00 Training

1/4
free on forenoon
15:00-18:00 Training

4/4
07:00-09:00 Training
09:00-11:00 Break 
11:00-16:00 Examination
Graduation party

5/4
20:00 Meeting

6-7/4 & 9-11/4
resp. 24-25/8 & 27-
28/8
07:00-08:30 Training
08:30-10:00 Break
10:00-12:30 Training
12:30-15:00 Break
15:00-18:00 Training

8/4 resp. 26/8
free on forenoon
15:00-18:00 Training

29/8
07:00-09:00 Training
09:00-11:00 Break 
11:00-16:00 Examination
Graduation party

Lodging & catering:

• Seminarhaus Rittergut (meeting location)
 Rittergut 1, 21644 Wiegersen, full pension 59,00€ | B&B 31,00€
 www.seminarhausrittergut.com, Tel.: 0049-4169-909290 
• Klindworths Gasthof, Hauptstraße 1, 21644 Sauensiek,
 www.klindworths.de, Tel.: 0049-4169-91100
• Heike & Bruno Sick, Lütt - Chaussee 10, 21644 Sauensiek
 www.bettundfruehstuecksauensiek.de, Tel.: 0049-4169-422



Taiji Bailong Ball (TBB) is played 

with Racket and Ball. Fluent, dy-

namic and round movements are 

in the foreground. Entire harmony 

is the aim!

TBB is variously applicable: in 

the (sport) lessons, in sports 

associations, as reha-accompanying 

therapeutic exercises, as a Coaching 

instrument, etc.

There is already in many TBB-

Trainers in European countries. 

A certificated TBBA trainer is 

adaptable and has always fun and 

motivation in the play.

Learn Taiji Bailong Ball soundly!

Would like you to learn Taiji Bailong Ball properly and with joy? 

The association of Taiji Bailong Ball Association e:V. offers under 

the supervision of inventor Prof. Bai Rong Pro-Player-Courses 

which provides the complete Taiji Bailong Ball system with 

theoretical knowledge and above all practical implementation.

Who are the TBB-Instructors?

The instructors of the TBBA are beside the inventor Prof. Bai 

Rong, TBB-Instructors Sui Xiaofei (Germany / China), Fritjof 

Nelting (Germany), Maya Lentze (Netherlands) and Jonn van 

Schoot (Netherlands). All instructors in Europe dispose of 

long-standing experiences and special abilities and have all run 

through a structured TBB education.

How long does a Pro-Player course last?

A Pro-Player course lasts a total of 80 time hours. There are 

yearly different offers. The following variations are conceivable:

- Intensive course (two weeks of continuous training)

- Block course (two separate weeks with minimum to 5 months 

between block 1 and block 2)

- Weekend course (six week-ends à 14 hours)

What do I get after a Pro-Player course?

A pro-player is versed in Soloplay as well as Multiplay. She 

/ he is an Allrounder which receives a direct licensing to the 

TBBA competitions. On account of Standard forms, Freestyle, 

Multiplay-Cooperative or Competition, the pro-player controls 

all practical technologies and the theoretical background 

knowledge.

How do I become a certificated TBBA trainer?

To become a TBBA trainer, you have to visit a complete pro-

player course condition. Several times yearly there is an exam 

to the practical as well as theoretical contents are checked. 

After passed exam you receive the trainer’s certificate.

What must I else fulfil?

You should bring an affinity for movements. Foreknowledge 

from eastern movement apprenticeships or other ball sports 

is desirable, but is on no account necessary!

How can I finance to me the course?

There are several variations of the financing. E.G., from 

equipment sales for our supplier & distributor or the proceed 

from course fees. Many possibilities are open, appeals to us.



Registration form 2015
Deadline for applications: 13th of March, 2015
early bird discount up to the 31st of December 2014 in the amount of 80.00 EUR

Herewith I announce myself obligingly to the following PRO PLAYER Course:

30/3-4/4/2015, Block II, 40-hours course 2 of 2, Course-fee: EUR 598,00

6/4-11/4/2015, Block I, NEW BEGINNINGE 40-hours course 1 of 2, Course-fee: EUR 598,00

24/8-29/8/2015, Block II, 40-hours course 2 of 2, Course-fee: EUR 598,00

Exam on ………………………… 2015, Exam-fee: EUR 50,00

Remarks: …………………………………………………………………............................................................……

  …………………………………………………………………............................................................……

  …………………………………………………………………............................................................……

Given Name: …………………………………………………………………............................................................…… 

Familz Name: ……………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………….

Street: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Postcode Place: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Country: …………………………………………………………………………... □ Male  □ Female | Date of Birth: ……………….……....

Telephone: …………………………………………………......................…… Fax: ………………………………………………………...........................…

E-Mail: …………………………………………………….…………………... Web: …………………………………………….……………………………...
Conditions: I will transfer the course fee on receipt of the calculation immediately to the account of the TBBA e.V.. I agree that with cancellation 
for my part after the deadline for applications a fee of 30% becomes due or I may put a spare person. If the least number of participants is not 
reached from 6 people, the TBBA e.V. can cancel the respective seminar after the deadline for applications, however, at the latest 14 days before 
seminar beginning. If this does not happen, the TBBA e.V. undertakes the concerning course also with a lower number of participants to carry 
out. I recognise these conditions and herewith announce myself obligingly for the seminars marked on top the TBBA e.V.:

Date: ………………………………………………  Signature: …………………..………………………………………………………………………………………

Please send this sheet to:
Taiji Bailong Ball Association e.V. (TBBA e.V.)
Diekbarg 20a - 22397 Hamburg - Germany

Fax: +49-40-27167933 - E-Mail: info@taijiball.com
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